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Come, Follow Me 2019-For Primary 
Singing Time Helps 

These are only suggested lesson ideas.  Always follow the spirit and do what works best for the needs of your Primary.  
I suggest Printing on card stock and laminating for multiple uses 

  

October: “The Church of Jesus Christ”

Introduction

Share the following excerpt from the January 2003 Friend Magazine.

You belong to many groups. Can you name some? You belong to a family. You belong to a school. You 

may belong to a Cub Scout den or an Achievement Day group. You may belong to a sports team or a 

performance group. But one very special organization that you belong to is The Church of Jesus 

Christ of Latter-day Saints. This organization is different from all the rest, and it is much more valuable 

because it is sacred.

Every group, team, or organization has a leader. The leader might be a president or a coach or a 

teacher. In a family, it is usually a parent or guardian. In The Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day 

Saints, the leader is the Savior Himself.

Teach the Song Before primary print and cut out all of the visual aids.  

Secure the two pieces of church together by securing 

them on the back with a piece of tape. Now cut the 

church into 9 pieces for the puzzle activity,  On the board 

or wall in primary place one puzzle piece and one “I” 

statement word strip. On the other side of the board place 

the pictures. For Jr primary have them already in the 

correct order. For senior Primary mix them up. Tell the kids 

you need their help putting together the puzzle.  Let the 

children take turns picking a puzzle piece.  They will then 

match the “I”statement to the correct picture.

I’ll Follow

I BelongI BelongI Belong

I Know
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If they are having a hard time matching up the pictures and “I” statements let them ask the other 

children for help.  This is also a perfect time to sing through the song and give them a hint.  In senior 

Primary one they have all been matched they will need to get them in the correct order. Sing through 

the song several times and them begin removing the pictures only leaving the “I” statements. 

I BelongI BelongI Belong

I Know
I’ll Follow

I Believe

I Know

I’ll Honor



















I BelongI BelongI Belong
I Know

I Know

I’ll Follow
I’ll Follow



I’ll Follow
I’ll Follow

I Believe
I’ll Honor

I’ll Do
I Will




